Do you wonder why false information is being fed to
you and me?
For many answers to this subject please refer to informative sources below.
References:
www.AnswersInGenesis.org
www.icr.org
www.thebereancall.org
The Mythology of Modern Dating Methods. ~ [ John
Woodmoreappe,] Institute for Creation Research: El
Cajon, California USA
• Many Infallible Proofs. ~ [ H.M. Morris, Master
Books Inc.]
•
•
•
•
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Note It is possible the dinosaurs and other extinct life
forms, that are claimed to be millions of years old,
could not adjust to the new climate that followed the
great flood of Noah. Also, survivors would have been
hunted to extinction, which is still happening. [Flood
date approximately 2348 B.C. Source, The Wall Chart
of World History]. National Library of Australia. Card
Number and ISBN 1 86256 3076 3.
Visit our website at;
www.freechristiantracts.info
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• FACT: 1. Carbon 14 dating - Potassium-Argon Dat-
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ing etc, cannot give a time in the distant past accurately. Scientific Creationism ~ Henry Morris Ph.D.,
Chapter 6. Pages 137/150.
FACT: 2. Lava dome samples taken from Mt St Helens in North America after the volcanic eruptions of
the 1980's were dated by Geochron Laboratories of
Cambridge M. A., ( a high quality radioisotope dating
laboratory) giving them an age range from 340,000 to
2.8 million years for the same lava samples. Ref,
Creation magazine June/August 2001. Page 23.
FACT: 3. There are many eminent scientists who
don't believe in using radiometric dating as a reliable
method for calibrating the age of the fossils, rocks,
and other strata.
FACT: 4. The system of using carbon dating etc.,
relies on going into a theoretical period in the past,
before applying this method. (e.g., going back to the
so-called Jurassic Age, then taking samples, while
presuming this period of time is already millions of
years old.)
FACT: 5. Radiometric dating cannot be applied from
our present time to periods in the past to prove vast
ages. (e.g., millions of years.)
FACT: 6. Carbon 14, Potassium-Argon etc., depletes
in different materials at different rates of decay and
therefore cannot be a reliable yardstick for dating
rocks, fossils etc.
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• FACT: 7.

Radiometric dating and evolution is presented on TV, in newspapers, magazines, and promoted
in our education system as the truth, when in fact there
is no irrefutable evidence that the earth is any more
than around 6,000 to 10,000 years old, 6,000 being the
most likely age.
• FACT: 8. You are being lied to by some of the media,
educators etc., when they are promoting long ages as
truth. ( Sometimes passed on in parrot fashion ).
• FACT: 9. People who promote evolution cannot give
you an acceptable starting point for the universe as
evolution is only theory and assumptions. It has
not been proven scientifically, and as with belief in God
and creation, it has to be an act of faith to believe it.
• FACT:10. The Evolution and radiometric theories have
also created a somewhat false industry for many academics, including archaeologists and palaeontologists.
SUMMARY : Evolutionists should give us scientific
answers ( proof ) as to where the atoms etc., came from
that were the foundation for the universe before they
put forth the theory of evolution as truth.
The Bible says in Genesis 1:1 all things were made
by God. This would include the atoms that make up the
universe, (Matter).
The bottom line here is where do you want to put your
faith,- - - in man who is only relying on theories or
Almighty GOD. ?
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